Lindbergh Center Rules

1. A current student or resident of the Hopkins School District, a resident of the City of Minnetonka, or a user paying the $5 daily user fee is considered a Lindbergh Center member. Failure to abide by this rule is trespassing and subject to legal action.

2. Profanity of any kind will not be tolerated anywhere in the Lindbergh Center.

3. Fighting will not be tolerated and offenders will be asked to leave and if they do not leave legal action may take place.

4. Anyone found damaging any part of Lindbergh Center or another person’s possessions will be held accountable and made to pay for damages, as well as being denied future access to Lindbergh Center.

5. Street shoes, bare feet, cleated shoes, or any other footwear that may damage the floors will not be allowed in Lindbergh Center.

6. No hanging on the rims or backboards.

7. The adjustable height baskets on Courts on Courts 1 and 5 are for youth only and will be adjusted by Lindbergh Center personnel only. Do not attempt to adjust the baskets to various heights.

8. Activity that is deemed detrimental to the Lindbergh Center will result in denial of access and is subject to future denial as well.

9. Offensive, abrasive, and/or abusive treatment of anyone in Lindbergh Center, i.e. the staff, custodians, building supervisors, attendants, game officials, site supervisors, coaches, etc., is against school district policy and will not be tolerated. This will result in immediate expulsion from Lindbergh Center and will result in future denial of access.

10. When all of the courts are being used, each group will be limited to 15 minute use at a time. This will be done on a rotation basis and will make space available for that wish to use it. No team practices or game will be allowed during the open gym times. Do not force persons off of a court for the purpose of playing full court unless there is another basket for them to shoot at. The last games of the night will begin no later than 15 minutes prior to schedule closing time.

11. Use of any area of the Lindbergh Center is a privilege and proper behavior and respect for others is expected.

12. Anyone under the age of 17 must be supervised by an adult. The Lindbergh Center staff is not considered the supervisor of anyone under the age of 17.

13. Anyone under the age of 12 is not allowed to use the weight room or cardio room.

14. Weight Room Rules are posted inside the door of the weight room. Any questions please ask the weight room supervisor or the Lindbergh Center Manager.